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Abstract 
We investigate a restricted list-coloring problem. Given a graph G = (V,E), a non empty set 
of colors L, and a nonempty subset L(v) of L for each vertex v, find an L-coloring of G with the 
size of each class of colors being equal to a given integer. This restricted list-coloring problem 
was proposed by de Werra. We prove that this problem is ¢¢'~-Complete even if the graph is 
a path with at most two colors on each vertex list. We then give a polynomial algorithm which 
solves this problem for the case where the total number of colors occurring in all lists is fixed. 
@1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved 
1. Introduction 
We consider finite, undirected graphs without loops. In a graph G=(V,E) a k- 
coloring is a mapping c :V~{1,2  .... ,k} such that c(u)~c(v) for every edge uv. 
Each color class is a stable set, hence a k-coloring can be seen as a partition of V 
into stable sets SI . . . . .  Sk. The graph G is called k-colorable if it admits a k-coloring. 
Vizing [6], as well as Erd6s et al. [2] introduced the following variant of the coloring 
problem. Suppose that each vertex v is assigned a list L(v) of possible colors, and 
let L(V) be the set of  all colors. We then want to find a vertex coloring c such that 
c(v) c L(v) for all v E V. I f  such a c exists, we say that the graph G is L-colorable, or 
that c is an L-coloring of  G. 
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The problem to decide if graph G is L-colorable for given L is ~ff~-Complete, even 
when G is a complete bipartite graph [3]. 
We investigate the following restricted list-coloring problem (G,L,p), where G= 
(V,E) is a graph, L is a list of colors on V, and p is a mapping which assigns a positive 
integer p(~) to each color ct E L(V). We call p a color-mapping. We then want to find 
an L-coloring c of G such that the color a occurs p(7) times, i.e. Ic-~(~)l - p(~). 
De Werra [7] proved that the problem (G,L, p) is JV'~-Complete if G is a line- 
graph of a bipartite graph and for all vertices v in G, we have IL(v)l ~<2. He also gave 
a polynomial algorithm to solve (G,L, p) if G is a union of disjoint cliques. In the 
same paper, de Werra conjectured the following: 
Conjecture 1 (de Werra [7]). The problem (P~,L, p) is JV'~-Complete, where Pn is a 
path of length n. 
In Section 3, we prove that Conjecture 1 is true. In Section 4, we describe a 
polynomial-time algorithm for the following more restricted problem (P,,L, p, k) where 
k, not being a part of the problem's input, denotes the total number of different colors 
available: 
Instance: P. is a path of length n, L is a list of colors on V with IL(V)] ~<k, and p is 
a color-mapping. 
Question: Is there an L-coloring c of G such that Ic-l(~)[ = p(~) for all ~EL(V)? 
Xu [8] proposes a polynomial-time algorithm for problem (P,, L, p, 3). In Section 4, 
we describe a polynomial algorithm based on a dynamic programming approach which 
solves problem (P,,L,p,k), for any k~>3. 
2. Preliminary results 
We begin this section by showing that from the complexity point of view there is not 
much difference between graph G being a single path and G being a union of disjoint 
paths. This simple observation makes our presentation i  the subsequent sections easier. 
Let G = [.JP,, be a graph which is a union of r disjoint paths P~, of length ni. 
Define index(i)= )-~'~=1 nj. Let path P,, =Xl+index(i_l) . . . . .  Xni+index(i-l). Also, let L be 
a list of colors on vertex set V of G, and p be a mapping on L(V) to the set of 
r 
positive integers. We construct a path Pn of length )-~i=1 ni 4- r - -  1 by adding r - 1 
dummy vertices yj . . . . .  yr-1 where yi links path P,, to P,,+~ by edges Xindex(i)Yi and 
yiXl+index(i). Furthermore, we set  Lt(yi)= {f l} ,  pt(fl)= r -  1 where fl is a color which 
does not appear in L(V), L'(v)=L(v) for all v E V, and p ' (e )= p(7) for all e CL(V). 
Lemma 1. The problems (UP,~,,L,p) and (P,,U, p~) are equivalent. 
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Proof. Since fl £L(V), it is obvious that there exists a solution to (P,,L', p')  if and 
only if there exists a solution to (UP,,, L, p). Furthermore, given a solution to (P,, U, p')  
one can easily obtain a solution to ([.J P,,,, L, p) by simply dropping color ft. Conversely, 
given a solution to (UP,,~,L, p) one can easily obtain a solution to (P,,L', p~) by simply 
adding color ft. [] 
In our proof of Conjecture 1 we shall use the following ~U~-Complete problem: 
POS-EXACT-3SAT [1]. 
Instance: Set U of variables, collection ~ of clauses over U such that 
• each clause c E cg has size 3, 
• each variable of U appears in exactly three distinct clauses, 
• no c E cg contains a negated literal. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause in ~ has exactly 
one true literal? 
Theorem 1 (Blazewicz et al, [1]). The problem POS-EXACT-3SAT is ~U~- 
complete. 
3. ~::-completeness of ([_J P.~, L, p) 
Theorem 2. There exists a polynomial reduction from POS-EXACT-3SAT to 
(UPn,,L,p). 
Proof. We present a linear reduction from POS-EXACT-3SAT to the problem 
(UPn,,L,p). 
For each variable xi we define 'gadget' GX/ (see Fig. 1 ), which is a union of three 
disjoint paths P~ for j = 1,2 and 3, where: 
P), is a path u] .... , u~ of 9 vertices, with their lists L(u~ ) = {bi, gi}, Z(ui2) ~- {bi, ci}, 
L(u~)= {bi,xi}, L(ui4)=L(u~) =L(u~)= {xi,~i}, L(u~) = {ai,~i}, L(u~)= {ai, ci} 
and L( ui9 ) = { ai, fi}; 
p2 is a vertex w i with its list {fi, gi}; 
p3 is a path vii . . . . .  v~3 of 13 vertices, with their lists L(vij)=L(v~)={xi, ei}, 
L(v~ )=-L(vi4)={bi, ei}, L(v~)={bi, ci}, L(v~)= {~i,e~}, L(v~7)={d~,e,}, L(v~)= 
{d~,xi}, L(v~9) =L(vi~3) = {~,d/}, L(v~lo)= L(v~2 ) = {ai,&} and L(v~l )= {a/,c~}. 
For each clause Cw = xi + xj + x, E ~ we define three paths P~., p2 ,  and p3 where 
P~. is a single vertex c 1, with its list {xi,xj,xk} of colors, p2 and p3 are single 
2 and c3,, respectively, with the same list {~i,~i,~k} of colors for each. vertices cw 
We have the following, crucial for our reduction, property of the 'gadgets'. 
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v~, 
P~, 
{bi, gi}{bi, ci} {bi~)xiI{xi~3~i } {xi,xiI{xi,~i } {ai,~i} {ai, ci} {ai, fi} 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u il . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u i 9 
{ fibgi t 
PL 
{Xi, ei} {bi, ei t {bi, ci} {bi, el} {xi, eli 
i /  0 0 0 O. 
1~ ................. vl 
{di, ei }qNN 
{di, xi} OX~ ' di} {ai,odi} {ai,o ci} {ai,odi} {~i,odi} 
................. V 113 
Fig. 1. Paths Pxli, p2 and P3 i. 
Lemma 2. For any L-colorin9 c of  GXi with [c - l (a i ) l=[c- l (b i ) l=lc- l (d i ) [= 
Ic-1(ei)l=3, Ic- l (~)l  = Ic- l (gi)[= 1 and le- l(q)l  -- 2, we have either Ic-~(x~)l--2 
and le-l(~i)l =5  or  ]C--I(xi)] =2  and Ic-l(xi)l =5. 
Proof. Consider an L-coloring c of GX/ satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2. 
Assume that c(u~)=xi, and so c(ui4)=c(ui6)=~i, c(ui7)=ai and c(ds)=ci. 
First, we show by contradiction that c(v~l ) = ai. Suppose that c(v~l ) = ci. Thus, since 
I c -1(c i )1 - -2 ,  we have c(v~)=c(ui2)=bi which implies that c(u~), c(u~), c(d2) and 
c(vi4) must differ from bi. Therefore we end up with being short of color bi, i.e. 
]c-I(bi)]----2, and we get a contradiction. 
Thus c(vill ) = ai, and consequently, c(V~o ) = c(v~2 ) = di, c(d9) = c(v~3) =~i. Since 
Ic- l(ai)[=3, we need one more vertex colored ai. The only not yet colored ver- 
tex y in GXi with color ai on its list L(y) is u~, thus, we must have c(u~)=ai. Then, 
since le-'(f,)l -- le-l(gi)] ---- 1, we have c(u~ ) = gi and c(w i) = fi. 
Consider color bi. Observe that the only vertices with color bi on their lists in GX i 
• i and i At most one of two vertices u 2 still available for coloring are u~, u~, v~, v~ and v 4. 
u~ can be colored hi, and that at most two of three vertices v~, v~ and v~ can be colored 
hi. Since [c-l(be)l = 3, it is only possible to have c(vi2)= c(vi4)= hi, which implies that 
c(v~ ) = ci. Since ]c-l(c~)] = 2, we obtain that c(ui2) = bi, and consequently c(d 3) = xi. 
Now, consider color ei. Observe that the only vertices with color ei on their lists in 
• " " i Since Ic-l(ei)] =3,  then we have GXi still available for coloring are v~, v~, v~ and v 7. 
c(dl) = c(v~) = c(dT) = ei, and consequently c(vZ6) =Y,i. Since [e-~(di)l = 3, we have 
c(vi8 ) = di. 
Finally, we reached the point where c is completely determined. It is an L-coloring of 
GXi which satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2 with c-l(xi)  = i i {u 3, us} and c- l (~i)= {u~, 
i i i i 
/ /6 '  V6' V9' / )13}" 
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To complete the proof of Lemma 2, notice that the case with ¢(U~)=Xi holds by 
the symmetry of 'gadget' GX~. [] 
Lemma 2 suggests the following mapping p to complement our reduction. For each 
variable x i E U, we set p(xi)  = P(.~i) = 5, p(ai)  = p(bi)  = p(di )  =- p(ei )  = 3, p ( f i )  = 
p(g i )= 1 and p(c i )=2.  
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 2. Assume that there is a truth 
assignment X to the variables in U such that each clause c~ has exactly one true literal. 
I f  xi is true, then we choose the coloring c of GX~ with color xi appearing twice 
and color xi five times, and p(a i )=p(b i )=p(d i )=p(e i )=3,  p( f i )=  p(gi)  = 1 and 
p(c~)=2. By definition of POS-EXACT-3SAT, there exist three clauses Cw where 
the variable x~ appears and for each of these clauses xi is the only true literal under 
with color xi. Such a coloring c satisfies the assignment, so we can color vertices e w 
[C-l(Xi)[= p(xi). 
Now, if xi is false, then we choose the coloring c of GX~ with color ~ appearing 
twice and color xi five times, and p(ai)  = p(bi)  = p(d i )  = p(ei)  = 3, p ( f i )  = P(gi)  = 1 
and p(c J  = 2. By definition of POS-EXACT-3SAT, there exist three clauses Cw where 
the variable x~ appears and each of these clauses has exactly two false literals, so 
2 3 with color ~. Such a coloring c satisfies we can color either vertex c w or vertex c w 
I C I (X/ ) I  = p(xi)" 
Since X is a truth assignment to the variable in U such that each clause has exactly 
one true literal, then exactly [U]/3 variables must be true and exactly 21U1/3 must be 
false in X. Thus, the coloring c colors all 31U I single vertex paths P~,, P~,  and p3 .... 
w= 1 . . . . .  IUI, and, therefore, it is a complete and feasible coloring of the graph 
1 2 3 1 2 3 { {P~,,P~. ,P~,}cwE~e, U {p~ ,Px,,P;,}x~C }. 
Now assume that there exists an L-coloring c of the graph 
Consider the following assignment defined by c: if exactly two vertices of GXi are 
colored xi then set xi := true, otherwise, set Xi := true. By Lemma 2, this assignment 
is a correct ruth assignment to the variables in U. 
Assume that xi is true. Then color xi appears exactly twice in GXi. Thus, since a 
variable xi occurs in exactly three clauses Cw and p(x i ) :  5, we must have c(c~,,)= xi
for each of these clauses. Thus each clause has exactly one true literal under the 
assignment defined by c. [] 
Remark. If  for all variables xi in U we add: eight vertices with their lists {ai}, {ai}, 
{bi}, {bi}, {di}, {di} and {ei}, {ei}; eight vertices with their lists {j~}, {3~}, {fi},{f,} 
and {9i}, {9i}, {9i}, {9i}; and three vertices with the same list {ci}, then the above 
reduction will hold even for a constant function p = 5. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma 1. 
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Corollary 1. Conjecture 1 holds. 
We can even strengthen this result by proving the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. Problem (UPn,,L, p) remains JV~-Complete ven if IL(v)l <~2 for every 
vEV. 
Proof. The proof takes the reduction from Theorem 2 as its point of departure. In the 
original instance I of  (UPn~,L, p) built by this reduction, we have that IL(v)[ ~<3 for 
every v c V, and any vertex v with [L(v)[ = 3 makes a single vertex path. Now, let 
vl ..... Vm be all vertices with three color lists assigned to them by the reduction. Let 
L(vi) = {Ai,Bi, Ci}, for i = 1,... ,m. Replace path vi by three new single vertex paths v), 
v/2, and v~ with two color lists L (v ) )= {Ai, Ti}, L(v~)= {Bi, ~}, and L(v~)= {Ci, Ti}, 
where color Ti is not in L(V). Furthermore, set p (T / )=2.  Do the above for i=  1 . . . . .  m, 
and set L'(V):=L(V)U {Tl, . . . ,  Tm} to create a new instance I'. No other changes are 
made to the original I. 
Notice that any U-coloring for F colors exactly two out of three vertices v~, v~, 
and v~ with color T/ . Thus exactly one of them is colored with a color from L(V), 
i = 1,.. . ,  m. This color can then be chosen to color vertex vi of the original instance I. 
On the other hand, any L-coloring for I chooses exactly one color from list {Ai,Bi, Ci} 
to color vi. This color uniquely defines a vertex v/, j = 1, 2, 3 of F which should be 
colored with it. The other two vertices v/, j = 1, 2, 3 are colored with Tj. Thus by 
Theorems 1 and 2, and Lemma 1 the theorem holds. [] 
4. A polynomial algorithm for (P., L,p, k) 
In this section we show a polynomial-time algorithm for problem (UPn,,L, p,k). 
This algorithm also solves problem (Pn,L,p,k) as a special single path case of the 
former. 
Let k be a positive integer. Let G = U Pni be a graph union of disjoint r paths 
Phi ~---Xl+index(i-l),...,Xng+index(i--l), L be a list of colors on vertex set V of  G such that 
r L(V)<~k, and p be a mapping on L(V) to the set of  positive integers. Let n = ~-~'~i=1 ni. 
We construct an auxiliary digraph D=(A,H)  where the vertices are vectors of the 
form 
k 
(i,c,2t ... . .  2~) with ~2 j= i ,  (1) 
j= l  
where c EL(xi), 0~<2j <,p(j) for every j = 1 . . . . .  k and 2c >/1. 
., . C I ~1 / We have an arc XY between X=(i,c,21 . . . . .  2k) and Y=~j,  , 1 . . . . .  2k) if and 
only if 
• j= i+ 1, 
• ifxixj is an edge of  G then c' EL(x~)-  {c}, otherwise c' EL(xj), 
• for every r ¢ c' we have 2r = 2~r, and 2~, = 2c, + 1. 
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Furthermore, we add initial vector X0 and goal vector XN = (n + 1,0, p(1 ) . . . . .  p(k)). 
The initial vector X0 is linked by arcs to all vectors of the form (1, c, 21 . . . .  2k ), where 
)~r = 0 for r ~ c and 2,. = 1. The goal vector XN is entered by arcs from all vectors of 
the form (n,c, p(1) . . . . .  p(k)). 
We claim that 
There exists an L-coloring c of G satisfying Ic-I(~)[ = p(c0 for 
all ~ cL(V)  if and only if there exists a path between X0 and XN.  (2) 
Indeed, first assume that we have an L-coloring c of G satisfying Ic-l(~)1 = p(~) for 
all ~EL(V). Then, sequence XO,X1 .. . . .  Xn, XN,  where Xi for i=  1 . . . . .  n is vector 
(i,c(xi),)q . . . .  J.k) with 2r - - [ c - l ( r )A{x l  . . . . .  Xi} I for r= l . . . . .  k is a path between X0 
and X N. 
Now, assume that we have a path XO, X1 .. . . .  Xp, XN.  By definition of H,  we 
have p = n. Let c be L-coloring of G defined by c(xi)= ~ if and only if the second 
coordinate of the vector Xi is ~. By definition of XN, it is easy to see that c satisfies 
Ic-~(~)l =p(~) for all ~EL(V). 
Finding a path between two vertices in a digraph can be done in time polynomial in 
the number of arcs. By definition of A and (1), we obtain that IA] ~<nknk-I + 2. Since 
the maximum out-degree in H is at most k, we have ]H I <<,k(nkn -I + 2). Thus our 
algorithm runs in time C(n k). 
5. Conclusion 
Our results can be extended to the problem of finding an L-coloring of a union 
of disjoint paths where the size of the color classes are just bounded. Indeed, it is 
sufficient to add some vertices with all colors in their lists such that the number of 
vertices in this new graph is exactly the sum of the bounds. 
Polynomial-time algorithms for (G,L, p,k), where G is a tree, were recently given 
independently by Gravier et al. [4] and by Jensen [5]. 
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